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and slower, till it has gone off at the western side, after 
which it disappears for about the space of time it spent in 
crossing the disc, and then enters on the east side again, 
nearly in the same place, and crosses it in the same track, 
and with the same unequal motion as before: these-spots 
are not endowed with any permanency, nor are they at 
all regular in their shape, magnitude, or number, or in 
the time of their appearance or continuance. Some have 
been observed to arise and vanish in sixteen hours, while 
some have lasted seventy days : those spots that are formed 
gradually are gradually dissolved, while those that arise 
suddenly are suddenly dissolved. The nature and forma- 
tion of the spots have been the subject of much specula- 
tion and conjecture. Some have thought that the sun is 
an:opaque body, mountainous and uneven, covered all 
over with a fiery and luminous fluid; that this fluid is 
subject to edding and flowing, after the manner of our 
tides, so as sometimes to leave uncovered the tops of 
rocks or hills, which appear like black spots, and that 
the nebulosities about them are caused by a kind of froth : 
others imagined that the fluid whidh sends us so much 
light and heat, contains a nucleous, or solid globe, wherein 
are several volcanoes, which, like 2Etna or Vesuvius, from 
time to time cast up quantities of bituminous matter to 
the surface of the sun, and form those spots that are seen 
thereon; and that as this matter is gradually consumed 
by the luminous fluid, the spots disappear for a time, but 
are seen to rise again in the same places when those vol- 
canoes cast up new matter : a third opinion is, that the 
sun consists of a fiery luminous fluid, wherein are immersed 
several opaque bodies of irregular shapes, and that these 
bodies, by its motion, are sometimes raised up to the sur- 
face of the sun, where they form the appearance of spots, 
which seem to change their shape according as different 
sides of them are presented to view : a fourth opinion is, 
that the sun consists of a fluid in continual agitation; that 
by the rapid motion of the fluid some parts more gross 
than the rest are carried up to the surface of the lumirary, 
like the scum of melted metal rising up to the top in a 
furnace. But Dr. Wilson's opinion has gained more cre- 
dit than any of the foregoing ; for he considers the spots 
to be hollows in the surface of the luminary, and has even 
observed the spots to be beneath the level of the sun's 
spherical surface: he considers that the vast body of the 
sun is made up of two kinds of matter 

v.ery 
different in 

their qualities; that by far the greatest part is solid and 
dark; and that this dark globe is encompassed with a 
thin covering of that resplendent substance from which 
the sun would seem to derive the whole of his vivifying 
heat'and energy. This supposition will afford a satisfac- 
tory solution of the appearance of the spots; because if 
any part of this resplendent substance slall by any means 
be displaced, the dark globe must necessarily appear.- 
The shining substance may be displaced by the action of 
some elastic vapour, generated within the substance of 
the dark globe. ::This is the general opinion of the astro- 
nomers of the present day. 

Far the greater number of the celestial bodies preserve 
the same situation with respect to each other-and these 
are called fixed stars; arid although these stars are the 
only marks by which astronomers are enabled to judge of 
the courses of moveable ones, yet they seem not to be 
endued with permanency, but to be perishable and destruc- 
tible by accident, and likewise generable by some natural 
cause; and astronomers have supposed that every one of 
the innumerable multitude offixed stars are seans, attended 
by planets and comets, each of which is an inhabitable 
world like our own, but of course invisible to us. The 
strongest argument for this hypothesis is, that they cannot 
be magnified by telescopes, on account of their extreme 
distance, Hence, therefore, we must conclude that they 
shine by their own light, and are as many suns; and those 
who have formed conjectures concerning their distance, 
thought that some of them were at least 400,000 times 
farther from us than we are from the sun ; and, therefore, 
we may imagine an innumerable number of universes like 
to that which :we can behold, and extending to infinity. 

Besides the sun, earth, moon, and fixed stars, there are ten 
planets-named Mercury, Venus, Mars, Ceres, Palas, Juno, 
Vesta, Jupiter, Saturn, and Georgium Sidus. These are 

vast bodies revolving round the sun, in orbits nearly cir" 
cular; some at less, some at greater distances than the 
earth: Jupiter has four satellites, which revolve round 
like our moon, and are enlightened by *the sun. Saturn 
has seven, and the Georgium Sidus has six. They are 
all supposed to be surrounded by atmospheres like ours; 
and there are belts seen round Jupiter which are supposed 
to be clouds, but appear very permanent. Saturn is en- 
compassed with a broad thin ring, which is exceedingly 
beautiful; through the space between the ring and the 
body, fixed stars have been seen. It is illuminated by the 
sun, and the surface of it appears more brilliant than the 
planet itself. It is distinctly divided into two parts, which 
are in the same plane, and revolve round their axis; the 
outside diameter of the larger ring is 200,000 miles; its 
width 6,700; the distance between the rings, 2,800; out- 
side diameter of the smaller ring, 180,0oo, and its'width 
19,000. The ring is only 4,ooo miles thick. 

Comets are luminous bodies, occasionally appearing, 
and generally in the parts of the heavens not 'far from 
the sun; they do not appear long together-some only 
for a few days, others for a few months; but the most 
striking phenomenon, and what makes them objects of 
attention to all mankivnd, is the tail of light which they 
often exhibit. There have been many comets recorded 
in history, which are some of them supposed to have re-, 
turned after a lapse of about ninety years; and calcula- 
tions are hereby made as to when they may be, expected 
again; but many have-been expected which have never ap- 
peared. With respect to the tails of comets, little that is 
satisfactory can be offbred in recording the various opinions 
on the subject. According to Sir Isaac Newton, they 
arise from a thin vapour, sent out from the comet by the 
heat of the sun, and supported in the solar atmosphere. 
Dr. Hamilton supposes the tails of the comets, the Auro- 
ra Borealis, and the elective fluid, to be matter of the same 
kind. According to his hypothesis, it would follow 'that 
the tails are hollow; and there is every reason to suppose 
this from the scarcely perceptible diminution of the lustre 
of the stars seen through them; but much is yet to be 
known on this subject. 

By the discoveries which have been made in astronomy, 
we are permitted, as it were, to understand some of the 
counsels of the Great Creator of the universe. From 
these we can, from demonstration, overturn the absurd 
doctrine of blind chance. We see that a supreme intelli- 
gence placed and put in motion the planets about the 
sun in the centre-and ordained the laws of gravitation, 
having provided against the smallest imperfection that 
might arise from time : and let us not imagine that only 
in these vast bodies the supreme care was employed let 
us not imagine that man, apparently so insignificant, can- 
not be an object of attention in a world so incomprehen- 
sively vast--the protecting hand of the Creator is equally 
visible in the smallest insects and vegetables, as in the 
stupendous fabrics which astronomy points out to us, tHe 
.who formed the human mind so different in its powers 
and modes of existence from the rest of the works of the 
creation, has assigned laws peculiarly suited to its pre- 
servation and improvement-laws not mechanical but 
moral-laws not obscurely seen by the light of reason, 
but fully illuminated by that of revelation. 

H-N, T. C. D. 

METHOD OF REMOVING HOUSES. 
The practice of removing buildings on rollers, so as 'to 

widen streets without pulling down, which has 
.been 

er- 
ried on with success for some years in New York, has 
been received with incredulity by those who have hot the 
means of verifying the fact, Large stores have been car 
ried back ten or a dozen feet-homses have: been sliewed 
round, to use a sailor's term1 , sso :ys face another street, 
and all this without in aniy way dangerng the super- 
structure. When we wish to rise a house, a story we 
unroof 

and, 
build an attic, ot so with brother Jonathan, 

he-builds from the 
bottoi:b We were: admiring, says the New York Star-the ease 

and security with which the handsome two story brick 
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house, .io Bowery, was raised by screws and blocks to a 
height so as to enable the owner to build another story 
under it, and when completed it will be a substantial 
three story house. The raising of this brick house 'as1 
done by George lakewell, 177 Elizabetlh-trect, and rot, a 
wall was cracked or a tin:ber out ot plce 

KI LISTHIN RUINS, QUEEN'S COUNTY. 
" itook on its broken arch, its ruined wail, 
Its chamles deolatet, and portals io ul " 

C'IlLDE IAROtLD. 

T'i:e above ruin is situated in the Queecn's County, 
atbo~u. three miles from Carlow. It is seated on the ris- 
:ni side of the mountain, and when viewed at a distance 
on a cloudy day, or in the shadowy twilight, of eveniing, 
enwrapped with its luxuriant wreathing of ivy, it seems, 
indeed, the fit abode of the spirits of death. The efiect 
is heightened by. the gurgling noise of a small stream, 
which at the bottom ot a deep mountain ravine near the 
church, pursues its way over a series of rocks and falls. 

This district it is evident has derived its iname frlom the 
church ; Kil, in the Irish lanuage, signifying a church. 

Cooke notices it in his " Sta:titical Survey of the Queen's 
County." After speaking of a bye-road across the moun- 
tain, he says " contiguous to this remarkable cut of Kit. 
leshin- are the ruins of ac chulrch of the same name, which 
has a very antique and highly ornamental entrance in the 
Dc-ric oader, of really excellent workmanship, and around 
which is an inscription of very old Saxon characters, but 
so battered and abused as to be almost totally defaced. 
Adjoining this church vwas a Danish rath, encircled with a 
very deep fosse. This place is remarkable for haviing 
once been the chief town in the Queen's County in dis- 
turbed times, though not a building now standing bears 
testimony of it except the ruins just mentioned. HIcre 
was the county gaol and court-house, where the assizes 
were held, and the governor's mansion, which was a fine 
building ; also a fort and public buildtngs, of which there 
is now no trace. The stone stocks and gallows 3 tood the 
vwreck of time the 

lon-ct; 
a:Ind their sites are pointed 

out by the old people, in whose recollection they yet are. 
But, except the ruins of the church, not a stone building 
iiow remains over ground cf this once celebrated towin, nor tie slighlitest vestige of its cntrance." 

There are evident traces of the existence of iron ore in, 
this Lcighbourhood ; among otlhers a spa, at the bottom 

of the hill near this ruin ; and also the red colour of the 
sand-stone rock, (the stones have this colour from the 
oxide of iron which they contain,j found in the rivulet, 
and quarries around, bear evidence that such a mineral is 
to he found here. 

Seen frtom the ruin, Carlow appears to much advan. 
tage; it seems as if on very elevated ground, or rather on 
the acclivity of a high hill, and the prospect embraces 
scenery of a picturesque and pleasing description, as the 
eye rapidly wanders over the "beauties that burst upon 
the view," while the landscape is studded with neat though 
small thatched cottages, " whose milk-white walls form 
an enlivenine contrast with the shadowing green, rising 
like an undulating wave to the mountain's top." 

Near the rutin is now a very pretty parish chapel with a 
tower. H, 

RUINS OF SLETTY CHIURCH, QUEEN'S COUNTY. 
The above cut illustrates the ruins of the old priory or 

church of Slettya,* lso situated in the Queen's county, 
near Carlow. This ruin is said to lbe coeval with 
the dawning of the light of Christianity in our island. It 
was of considerable extent, but all that now remains of 
it are three walls of one apartment, supposed to be the 
chapel. 

It i-s inow and has been for centuries used as a favour.- 
ite burial place by tihe pcople of tlie neighJbourhood ; and 
it is believed that here rest, unconimemorated and 

foi gotten, in peaceful and humble seclusion, the ashes of 
its founder. 

Tradition and history concur in stating that there was 
an extensive college formerly attached to this building, 
ushere were educated many foreign and native youths. it 
is also said that a siareet reached fr'om this place to the 
then town of Killeshin, a distance of about two miles. 

There are two stone crosses erected in the church-yard, 
apparently of the ninth century. 

There was some years ago one of those ancient tureuli, 
being an arched receptacle for the ashes of the Danish 
(ldead, discovered iM a field adjoining this ruin. The minte 
rior was occupied with a number of earthen urns ar. 
ravged in rows, and each covered with a small round 
fla1g. The person wsvio discovered it, supposing that each 
urn contained gold, was in an ecstacy of delight ; and 
having raised the flags, to his indescribable astonishment 
auth vexation, h found nothmig but a few old burnt 
bones. IH. 

* Sleibtach, or the house near the mountains. 
" This curious excavation was cut throughi the solid rock, 

over a jofty m ountain, to the depth of forty feet in some parts, 
anaT halt a mile in length, by a constant flow of water and thel 
friction of t whe cIs-leels. It was the scene of many a .ten 
corntre ibetweei the carriers, as, if they should omit to sihot., 
either through negligence or drunkenness, at the Oetr'rnity of 
ti.e defile, probably a meeting would take place, as it often 
did, when neither 

willing 
to put back his horse such a distance, 

aro oed nott-. t lurne bout, ay aie 
eroso, he hi the van- 

tiuished g ve the way. 
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